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Abstract

This article describes some recent changes in assessment in several Asian countries and proposes that more Asian-based modeling of testing alternatives might help some institutions in other countries break out of their “entrance exam hell” mentality and shift educational assessment holistically toward a more performance and formative style. It ends with a proposed shift in university entrance exams toward more literacy-based oral interviews that might have a big impact on JHS and HS teaching and may actually produce “Asians with English abilities.”
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Criticizing secondary school English education without criticizing typical university entrance exams is like criticizing the horrific impact of guns and knives on society without criticizing the arms makers, distributors, and sellers. The university entrance exams are indeed the “tail that wags the dog” — the dog being education, including the cram school industry.

For example, in Japan a majority of students accepted at universities have to take paper and pencil multiple choice exams concerned mostly with discrete point grammar and vocabulary problems (Obunsha, 2008). The washback on secondary schools is such that rote learning continues to be ubiquitous. In 2008 35.4% of students in Japan were accepted on the basis of some type of recommendation (MEXT, 2008). Most were recommended by their high schools. At previous universities where I taught, when everyone was given a placement test prior to class, recommended students often scored much lower than the others who took the same paper and pencil tests. This may have been because high school teachers knew that recommended students are usually accepted. Instead of sending candidates who tend to perform well on standard paper and pencil exams, they likely recommend those who seem to have merit in other regards. 97.6% of the universities in Japan have some sort of short, perfunctory oral interview exam [suisen nyushi] in which applicants meet with faculty for interviews that are 5 minutes or so (Sundai Yobiko, 2008). Most students know what questions to expect in advance and have already rehearsed their answers. Essentially these oral interviews are nothing but a ritual formality students are expected to pass through. Only if a student demonstrates unusual shyness or mental

"quick-'n-dirty perfunctory interviews are in fact common for screening incoming recommended students"
instability do they fail such interviews. Well-constructed and valid oral interviews are rare (Murphey & Park, in press).

However, quick-'n-dirty perfunctory interviews are in fact common for screening incoming recommended students (Keeandoaaru Suisennyuushi Taisaku Inkai, 2001). Generally speaking, high school records and application essays are considered along with the oral interviews when making admission decisions (Youyou Inc., 2008). In 2008 66% of all recommended applicants to private universities in Japan were accepted. Prefectural universities took in 45% of their recommended candidates. National universities accepted just 38% of their recommended applicants (JS Nihon no Gakkou, 2008).

At the Kanda University of International Studies where I now teach, 60% of our approximately 1000 new students are accepted through interview exams. This acceptance is not automatic — about 40% actually fail their interviews. To qualify for the interview exam, students have to have achieved a certain level in a standardized exam and/or have an excellent GPA.

The general consensus in the testing field today is that validity is enhanced if multiple forms of evidence are gathered (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955, 281-302; AREA, 1999). To make oral interviews an important component of the admission process surely enhances the validity of the decisions that are made. Also, there is widespread agreement that decisions based on multiple raters tend to be more reliable than those based on single raters (Gamaroff, 2000). For this reason, I recommend employing at least two raters for interview exams. At my university we pair off native speakers with proficient Japanese EFL instructors. The native/non-native combination, however, is not essential: some proficient nonnative speakers of English are fully qualified to rate incoming students and not all native speakers are necessarily good raters. Having two teachers work together to rate students is labor intensive, but I maintain that this more efficient and effective in getting the kinds of students we want – active learners enthusiastic about learning. (Note to grammarians and vocabulary specialists: everything we do with language has grammar and vocabulary embedded in it. We are using grammar and vocabulary when we listen and talk. However, as Reed (2006, 1-5) suggests, we are not usually exercising our understanding of talk and discourse with discrete point grammar and vocabulary questions on paper-and-pencil tests).

As I was reading my first and second-year students’ language learning histories (Murphey, 1999), I was curious to find out if high school teachers were changing their teaching to help students in these oral interviews. The results suggest they are not. Most students admit in their histories that their high school classes were not helpful for their
entry to our university and they had to go to private conversation schools and/or get private tutors to train them in English conversation (Murphey, 2008). It will probably take many more universities daring enough to promote oral use through extended interview exams before secondary school pedagogy follows suit.

Most universities still depend mostly on their pencil and paper exams to make money, with hundreds of applicants sitting in crowded testing rooms (Murphey, 2004) rather than having two teachers interview one student for 10 minutes at a time. When other universities tell me oral interviews are not practical, I suspect what they mean is “We can’t make the same amount of money. Oral interviews are not cost efficient.”

**Oral Testing in Malaysia and Hong Kong**

And yet, in some other Asian countries things seem to be changing faster. Not only are some schools doing more oral testing, they are putting the testing in the hands of the teachers working with students.

In May 2008, after my JALT Pan-SIG plenary in Kyoto, I gave a plenary at the 7th Malaysia International Conference on English Language Teaching in which Hamp-Lyons presented on “School based assessments: Why and some thoughts on how”. Her abstract in the program read:

> Around the world the movement towards alternatives to formal tests of language is building momentum, at the same time that more and more traditional and high-stakes tests are appearing. These alternatives tend to be lower stakes, more participatory, more closely aligned with curriculum goals, and to emphasize performance assessment. In several countries school-based assessment has become one of the most influential alternatives. In this paper I describe the SBA approach being taken in Hong Kong, and illustrate it with examples.

At the same conference Mostafa and Othman discussed the backwash of a school-based oral English test in Malaysia and their summary stated:

> This qualitative study investigated the backwash effect of the Oral English Test (OET) conducted at school-based level in selected secondary schools in the Batang Padang district of Perak. More specifically, the study looked at how English as a Second Language (ESL) teachers prepared students for the test in school, how they tested the students in a school-based context, and examined the backwash effects of the test conducted on classroom instructions and student performance. Findings indicated that the School-based Oral English Test produced beneficial backwash on the ESL teachers’ classroom instructions and on the performance of the students in the test.

Both of these papers describe oral exams that were originally generated by the respective education ministries and then turned over to local teachers. They both contend
that this changes teaching. It stands to reason that if the teachers are in charge of testing a certain way, many will gradually shift their teaching to match what they are testing. However, the solution probably involves more than just changing tests; teacher education is also important. Cheng (1999) has aptly pointed out that it is much easier to change what we teach than it is how we teach. Though curricular content is often influenced by tests, to impact teaching in a deep way teacher training is also essential.

At present in Japan, the vast majority of high school curriculums seem to be geared toward paper and pencil university entrance exams. I wish Japan and other Asian countries would model Malaysia and Hong Kong in these regards and even take things a step further toward literacy based oral exams (described below).

**Dreaming of a different type of exam**

I would love to see a more holistic change to assessment, something that might include more aspects of competence and performance. My suggestions would be to give students an authentic newspaper or magazine like *Readers Digest* or *Time Magazine*, or even an EFL/ESL student magazine or a graded reader, with a reading passage marked with a post-it that the testers would have carefully chosen for the students’ approximate levels. Students would have 20-30 minutes before their interviews to quickly read the passage and write a short summary and note down words and things they did not understand. Thus, the ensuing conversation would be based on a short reading and student writing-sample. Students could be assessed not just for their level of comprehension and understanding, but their ability to ask intelligent questions and use their interlocutors to learn from. Instructions with the authentic material might say something like:

> It is normal not to understand some words and expressions when we read. You are encouraged to ask your interviewers questions about the passage or vocabulary that you do not understand. The goal is to come to a good collaborative understanding by the end of the interview.

Appendix 1 offers one possible sample procedure.

This procedure would also allow us to see to what extent the learners know how to learn from others and dare to ask questions. The fact that the testing material is authentic, with a title and author, from a real publication which possibly has pictures or graphics, often makes it easier to grasp than many entrance exams reading passages that are

> "If secondary school teachers are going to teach to the exams (which most will inevitably do) we can tap into the washback effect and promote the use of real world material by using them on our tests."
artificially reworked and plagiarized by a committee into bland nonsense stripped of title, author, and soul. In real life we practically never read anything without knowing where it comes from or its title and its author. Only in exams do we make our readings so unnatural. Not that there may not be some excellent passages in some entrance exams, but the point is that if secondary school teachers are going to teach to the exams (which most will inevitably do) we can tap into the washback effect and promote the use of real world material by using them on our tests.

Imagine students returning to their schools and cram schools saying they talked about a passage from a magazine such as Readers Digest or Time at the entrance exams and asking their teachers to train them more with these authentic materials. I am not on the payroll of either of these magazines, by the way, and I would suggest a regular shifting or types of authentic material that would be nevertheless accessible to people in the real world and not too demanding for students.

**Hand Over**

Have I finished dreaming yet? No. The last step would be for universities to turn much of the testing over to high schools and let teachers perform the interviews and give students scores, as indeed they have done in Malaysia and Hong Kong. Universities would still do oral interviews for entrance, but still make available the types of authentic material they use and the questions after every entrance exam (as they do now) but these would be interview questions and discussion topics having to do with real materials—these could easily become materials for actual use in the schools. High school teaching would then take on a “reality” that would motivate students to participate more holistically in their learning as well as teachers becoming more assessment literate.

Newfields (2006, p. 10) notes that, “assessment literacy is an important aspect of overall teacher development. All teachers wishing to develop professionally should also learn more about assessment.” What better way to do so than by putting the testing and assessing in their hands. There are of course challenges for implementing authentic interviews for high-stakes decision making/testing such as the development of valid, reliable, and usable rating scales, teacher training for the interview procedures, etc. But considering the amount of positive washback impact that is likely, these challenges should be considered worth facing.

I do feel strongly that Asian educational institutions have much to learn from one another and that those in the testing associations should edit a book on the innovations in Asian ELT Testing so that more countries and institutions could model each other. I know at the individual level that positive near peer role modeling is a very active force (Murphey & Arao, 2001). I think modeling could happen more at the institutional, district, and country level as well.
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Appendix A.

Suggested instructions for a literacy-based oral interview passage

Model instructions

The passage is on page XX of the magazine we will give you.

Part I: Read it twice and then write a short paraphrase of your understanding (50 words). You will have 20 minutes in all for this part. You can also list some things to ask the helpers about. It is normal not to understand some words and expressions when we read.

Part II: Feel free to ask your interviewers questions about the passage or vocabulary that you do not understand. The goal is to come to a good understanding by the end of the interview. Knowing how to ask for help and to create understandings is very important. Your two interviewers will be asking you questions about the passage for about 10
minutes. In other words, even if you think you understand everything perfectly well enough, this test will reward those who demonstrate “incentive” by asking questions to the examiners. In fact, if you are test-wise you will probably want to prepare some generic questions in advance in order to impress the examiners.

Your score is based upon your

**Fluency (25%)** – How smoothly and quickly you respond with chunks and idiomatic English. Since folks who have a tendency to think carefully before speaking up will be penalized, test-wise examinees should prepare a few standard illocutionary remarks that will pass the conversation onto another person if they want more time to think before stating a given position on a topic.

**Accuracy (25%)** – How accurate your grammar and pronunciation is.

**Strategic competence (25%)** – How you ask questions and use your peers or helpers to learn more.

**Interactive competence (25%)**—How naturally you interact with the interviewers and respond to them and their questions appropriately.

It is important to acknowledge that this oral exam procedure, by itself, is not without bias. To some degree it can be “spoofed” by test savvy examinees. However, the oral examine procedure suggested here may offer some useful evidence about candidates’ verbal performance which should be considered along with other criteria when making admission decisions.
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